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57 ABSTRACT 
A prefabricated ceramic tile building panel includes a 
pre-grouted sheet of ceramic tile and a layer of rigid 
plastic foam. The plastic is foamed in place on the tile 
sheet to provide a unitary, light weight, self support 
ing, water proof panel. For additional strength, a fiber 
reinforced paper backing sheet is provided along the 
rear surface of the foam layer. A novel panel mount 
ing arrangement permits the rapid installation of the 
prefabricated panels by those unskilled in tile installa 
tion. 

6 Claims, 18 Drawing Figures 
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1. 

CERAMIC TELEPANEL CONSTRUCTION 

This application is a continuation-in-part of our co 
pending application Ser. No. 72,357, filed Sept. 15, 
1970, now abandoned. 
The present invention relates generally to prefabri 

cated ceramic tile panels and more specifically to a 
novel light weight, ceramic tile panel and mounting ar 
rangement therefore which can be quickly applied by 
those unskilled in the art of tile setting. 
The advantages of ceramic tile walls and floors espe 

cially for bathrooms, shower rooms, kitchens and the 
like are well known. The setting of tiles at a construc 
tion site is, however, a painstaking and time consuming 
task which, utilizing conventional construction meth 
ods, requires substantial preparation steps by profes 
sional craftsmen to assure a sound and true surface 
upon which the tiles can be set. With the present high 
labor costs in the building trades and the accelerated 
rate of construction schedules, the traditional methods 
of installing ceramic tile are extremely costly and time 
consuming. 
The recent trend toward modular housing construc 

tion wherein housing sections are factory built and 
joined together at the construction site has further 
spotlighted the shortcomings of the conventional tile 
installation methods. Since the modular units are built 
in a production line manner similar to those employed 
for automobile assembly, there is not sufficient time for 
employment of conventional tile setting techniques. In 
stead, substitutes such as Fiberglas panels have been 
utilized despite the recognition that such substitutes are 
functionally and aesthetically inferior to the traditional 
ceramic tile surfaces. 

In the conventional construction of ceramic tile 
walls, for example bathroom walls, it is recommended 
that the following steps be taken to provide a suitable 
base for the tile on the usual wood stud support struc 
ture. First a moisture barrier of felt or polyethylene film 
is placed over the studding to prevent moisture pene 
tration to the wood studs. Next, metallathing is secured 
to the studs and a mortar scratch coat is applied to the 
lath. Subsequently, a mortar bed is applied over the 
scratch coat and accurately leveled to provide a true 
surface for setting of the tile. If the scratch coat should 
be uneven due to irregularities in the studding for ex 
ample, a separate leveling coat may be required. Fi 
nally, when the previous coats are sufficiently set and 
cured, the ceramic tile is set in tile cement, a task re 
quiring the services of an experienced tile setter. Grout 
is then applied between the tile elements, and, where 
the tile edges are adjacent to fixtures such as tub edges, 
a suitable elastomeric caulking is applied. The entire 
operation usually takes at least several days to com 
plete and requires the services of carpenters and plas 
terers in addition to the tile setters. 
Various developments have to a degree reduced the 

tile setter's task. For example, tiles are commonly pre 
pared in sheets secured by back mounted means, thus 
eliminating the need to properly position each individ 
ual tile. More recently, elastomeric grouting materials 
have been developed which have permitted the fabrica 
tion of pre-grouted tile sheets. In each case, however, 
it is still necessary to prepare a true and stable surface, 
normally a mortar bed, on which the tiles are ce 
mented. 
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2 
The concept of a prefabricated tile panel which 

would not require any tile setting at the installation site 
nor the preparation of a tile bed has long been consid 
ered but until the present invention has not been effec 
tively developed. Early efforts toward implementing 
this concept included the suggested mounting of ce 
ramic tile on a slate backing slab. This would result in 
a heavy, relatively fragile panel that would be difficult 
to install, and which would require special handling and 
transporting techniques. Later approaches suggested 
the mounting of tiles on various other laminar panel el 
ements such as plywood and gypsum board. These ap 
proaches have similarly proved unsatisfactory for such 
reasons as insufficient rigidity, susceptibility to mois 
ture penetration, dimensional stability, excess weight, 
etc. 
Accordingly, despite the long felt need evidenced by 

the many attempts to develop an acceptable panel, a 
suitable prefabricated tile panel has not for a variety of 
reasons been developed prior to the present invention. 
Although there are inherent factors which could hinder 
the commercial acceptance of such panels such as the 
need for accurately dimensioning the panels during 
fabrication and the problems involved in transportation 
and storage of the bulky and somewhat fragile panels, 
the structural characteristics and the difficulty of instal 
lation of the previously suggested panels have been the 
principal factors precluding their acceptance. Charac 
teristics to be considered, for example, include the 
sound and moisture insulating properties of the panels, 
particularly in the case of bathroom walls. The panels 
must be sufficiently rigid to permit handling during in 
stallation and to provide the structure integrity re 
quired for installation over studs. Furthermore, the 
panel weight is a limiting factor, both as it affects the 
difficulty of installation and as it requires suitable sup 
porting members. Another significant factor is the 
compatability of the tile panel edges with the adjacent 
wall structure. Consideration must also be given to the 
flammability of the panel components, heat insulating 
properties, dimensional stability, etc. 
The present prefabricated ceramic tile panel is 

formed of a pre-grouted tile sheet and a backer of 
closed cell plastic foam. The backer is foamed in place 
on the tile sheet to provide a panel sufficiently rigid for 
mounting directly on open studding in the novel man 
ner described below. Tests have proven the foam board 
to be sufficiently rigid in fact, to permit the reduction 
of the thickness of the tile to provide an extremely light 
weight panel, wall-sized sections of which can be easily 
handled and installed by one man. The addition of a fi 
ber-reinforced sheet to the rear surface of the foam 
backer further strengthens the panel and permits the 
use of a relatively thin foam layer. 
With the present invention, the conventional tedious 

and time consuming tile setting operations are com 
pletely eliminated and the novel prefabricated tile pan 
els may be mounted directly on open studding by those 
unskilled in tile installation. The installation, instead of 
requiring days of various types of labor, requires only 
minutes of a worker's time, and the quality of the tiled 
surface is superior to that obtainable by a tile setter 
working at the site. The manufacture of prefabricated, 
pre-grouted tile panels of a size sufficient to cover an 
entire wall of a typical bathroom and which is suffi 
ciently rigid, moisture and sound proof to permit 
mounting directly to the studding allows the construc 
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tion of the tiled walls to proceed at a pace consistent 
with that of the surrounding construction. 

It is accordingly a first object of the present invention 
to provide a prefabricated pre-grouted ceramic tile 
panel of a rigid light weight construction which is mois 
ture proof and which has superior sound and thermal 
insulating characteristics. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a pre 

fabricated panel as described which may be applied di 
rectly to open wall studding. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a pre 

fabricated tile panel as described which may be in 
stalled by those unskilled in tile setting techniques. 
An additional object of the invention is to provide a 

tile panel as described which is flame retardant or self 
extinguishing. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
prefabricated panel as described which is compatible 
with surrounding wall construction. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide a 

mounting system for a prefabricated tile panel as de 
scribed which permits the installation of a plurality of 
panels in proper alignment and registration in a few 
minutes time. 
Additional objects and advantages of the invention 

will be more readily apparent from the following de 
tailed description of embodiments thereof when taken 
together with the accompanying drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective elevational view illustrating 

the present panel system as installed to form a tub sur 
round, the panels being broken away and one end panel 
being moved out from its mounted position to reveal 
the details of the panel supporting structure; 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged view partly in section taken 

along line 2-2 of FIG. 1 showing details of the lower 
panel edge mounting arrangement; 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along line 3-3 of 

FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a face view of a panel similar to the right 

hand panel of the tub surround shown in FIG. 1 but in 
cluding a fiber-reinforced paper sheet on the rear face 
of the foam layer; 
FIG. 5 is an enlarged sectional view taken along line 

5-5 of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is an enlarged sectional view taken along line 

6-6 of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 7 is an enlarged rear perspective view of a por 

tion of the tile panel shown in FIGS. 4-6 with the paper 
sheet folded back to show the fiber reinforcement 
thereof; 
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of the part of the panel 

fastening means which is secured to the tile panels; 
FIG. 9 is an exploded perspective view of the tile 

panel support strips which are affixed to the wall studs 
prior to installation of the panel; 
FIG. 10 is a sectional view taken transversely through 

one of the installed panel support strips and showing a 
spacing finger attached thereto for positioning the strip 
above the edge of a tub; 
FIG. 11 is a perspective view showing one of the 

spacing fingers detached from the supporting strip; 
FIG. 12 is a face view showing a plurality of edge 

abutted panels which are installed and joined using the 
novel panel mounting system of the present invention; 

FIG. 13 is a sectional view taken along line 13-13 
of FIG. 12; 
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4 
FIG. 14 is a sectional view taken along line 14-14 

of FIG. 12; 
FIG. 15 is an interrupted perspective view of a tile 

panel edge securing strip; 
FIG. 16 is a face view showing the joining of a pair 

of panels by a strip of the type shown in FIG. 15 and 
utilizing a modified form of the strip to secure the 
upper panel edges; 
FIG. 17 is a sectional view taken along line 17-17 of 

FIG. 16; and 
FIG. 18 is a sectional view showing a modified form 

of the panel wherein the tile edges have a modified con 
figuration. 

Referring to the drawings, and particularly FIG. 1 
thereof, an installation of prefabricated, pre-grouted 
ceramic tile panels in accordance with the present in 
vention is illustrated for making a tub surround in one 
end of or as an alcove of a bathroom. A standard metal 
tub 20 is secured in place in the conventional close fit 
ting relation to the wooden studs 22 which frame the 
three tub surrounding walls. The tub installation and 
the construction of the studding is basically conven 
tional. 
As illustrated in FIG. 1, each tiled wall of the tub sur 

round is formed of a single prefabricated, pre-grouted 
tile panel. The end wall panels 24 and 26 along their 
inner side edges cooperatively fit into corner assem 
blies 28 which similarly engage the side wall panel 30 
in a manner permitting the erection and securing of the 
panels to the studding in a few minutes time. The light 
weight of the panels permits even the large side wall 
panel 30 to be lifted into place and installed by one 
a. 

The construction of the tile panels is exemplified by 
the detailed views of end panel 26 shown in FIGS. 2 
and 3. The panels consist essentially of a geometrical 
array of ceramic tile elements 32, in this instance of a 
4 inches square size, which are secured in spaced rela 
tion to a plastic foam backer 34. A preferred material 
for the foam backer is polyurethane, although other 
plastic foam materials may also be used as discussed 
below. The joints between the tile elements are grouted 
with an elastomeric grout 36 which will not crack or 
part should the panel be subjected to rough handling 
during transport or installation. 
Although the combination of the plastic foam backer 

and the pre-grouted tile sheet is a relatively simple 
structure, the functional advantages flowing from the 
combination overcome virtually all of the problems 
plaguing the prior attempts to develop an acceptable 
ceramic tile panel. Of primary importance, the combi 
nation is unexpectedly rigid, in fact to such a degree as 
to permit the reduction in tile thickness from the con 
ventional five-sixteenths inch to approximately three 
sixteenth inch, thereby eliminating as much as 33 per 
cent of the usual weight of the tile elements. With a 
foam thickness of approximately one-half inch, the 
panel is sufficiently rigid to permit its mounting directly 
over the bare studding as shown in FIG. 1, with the 
studs spaced the conventional 16 inches on centers. 
To a significant degree, the rigidity of the panels is 

provided by the "skin effect' rear surface of the foam 
backer which is characteristic of a foamed-in-place 
sheet. The rear surface "skin' is a thin, harder exterior 
layer of the foam, the outer surface of which will as 
sume a smooth polished condition if the mold surface 
employed to form the sheet is of that character. 
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The tile-plastic foam panel is especially suited for use 
around showers and tubs because of its moisture im 
penetrability. The ceramic tile itself is of course imper 
vious to water as is the elastomeric grout. In the un 
likely event that moisture should pass through to the 
foam backer, the water is blocked by the foam which 
is not in any way effected by or given to passage of 
moisture. The sound and heat insulating properties as 
well as the dimensional stability of the panels is excel 
lent. The ceramic tile is, of course, non-flammable, 
while most plastic foam can readily be made fire retar 
dant or self-extinguishing by the addition of small quan 
tities of additives to the polymer phase. 
The extreme light weight of the present panels per 

mits entire wall-sized units to be prefabricated. An im 
portant part of the present invention is the novel 
mounting arrangement and method of installation 
whereby the panels may be installed within a few min 
utes time by those unskilled in tile installation tech 
niques. The present mounting arrangement will be de 
scribed in conjunction with the three tile panels 24, 26 
and 30 forming the tub surround shown in FIG. 1. 

Panel support means generally designated 38 are at 
tached to the studs 22 and comprise horizontal panel 
support strips which are nailed or otherwise secured to 
the studs. For the tub surround installation, as shown 
in FIGS. 9-11, a pair of support strips 40 and 42 are 
provided along the side panel studs, the strips being 
formed of sheet metal and having respective arm por 
tions 4.0a and 42a extending perpendicularly at op 
posed ends. A tongue portion 44 of the strip 42 is 
adapted to adjustably slide into the bracket 46 formed 
in the strip 40 to insure alignment of the strips. End 
panel support strips 48 and 50 similarly include tongue 
portions 52 and 54 respectively which are adapted to 
slidable positioning within brackets 56 and 58 of the 
side wall strips. Each of the strips includes a V config 
ured lower edge portion 60 upon which the panels are 
supported. 
Spacing fingers 62 are provided at spaced locations 

along the support strips as shown in FIG. 1 to accu 
rately position the support strips at a predetermined 
distance above and parallel to the upper face 64 of the 
tub 20. The fingers 62 include a V shaped upper edge 
66 adapted to cooperate with the V shaped support 
strip lower edges, and a tab 68 which holds the finger 
on the support strip in vertically depending slidable re 
lation thereto. The fingers 62 extend downwardly from 
the outer edge of the support strip V edges and hence 
clear the upstanding tub rim 70. 
As shown in FIG. 4, the lower edge 72 of each tile 

panel foam backer has an inverted V configuration 
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adapted to cooperatively engage the V configured 
edges 60 of the panel strips. The lower edge of the bot 
tom row of tile elements extends substantially below 
the backer edge 72 and thus covers the panel support 
strip and fingers when the panel is positioned there 
upon. It will be apparent that since the support strips 
are accurately leveled and aligned with the tub, the tile 
panels will when placed thereon also be accurately lev 
eled and aligned. 
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The corner assemblies 28 as shown in FIGS. 1 and 3 
include a plurality of cover shaped tile elements 74 
having the same height and vertical spacing as the tile 
panel tile elements. The cover elements 74 are bonded 
to a foam backer 76 by foaming the backer in place on 
the pre-grouted cover elements to produce a rigid cor 

65 

6 
ner assembly having the same height as the tile panels. 
Slots 78 are provided in the corner assemblies behind 
the side edges of the cover elements and are adapted 
to receive the projecting tile edges of the tile panels as 
most readily seen in FIG. 3. The slots 78 are as illus 
trated somewhat deeper than necessary to accommo 
date slight inaccuracies in the stud locations, tub level 
ing, etc. For the same reason, the tile edges of the pan 
els project beyond the backers a sufficient amount to 
provide some spacing between the backers and the cor 
ner assembly backer as shown at 80 in FIG. 3. It should 
be noted that the horizontal groutlines 82 of the corner 
assemblies exactly match the corresponding grout lines 
of the adjacent panels, and the accommodation pro 
vided in installation by the slots 78 will not affect this 
aesthetically desirable relationship. 
The panels 24, 26 and 30 as well as the corner assem 

blies 28 are adhesively secured to the studs 22 by the 
use of a conventional stud adhesive as shown for exam 
ple in FIGS. 2 and 3. Although the stud adhesive when 
cured in conjunction with the support strips 38 pro 
vides a permanent attachment of the panels to the stud 
ding, it is necessary to temporarily secure the panels in 
place while the stud adhesive is curing. This is most 
conveniently done by use of the snap fastening means 
84 illustrated in FIGS. 6-8. A sheet metal tab. 86 is 
pointed at one end for insertion into the tile panel foam 
backer adjacent and parallel to the tile elements. The 
tab includes a channelshaped opposite end 88 on the 
rear facing surface of which is mounted one part 90 of 
a commercially available snap fastener sold under the 
name "Hedlock" by 3M Company, St. Paul, Minn. The 
second part 92 of the snap fastener is secured directly 
to the studs 22 as shown in FIG. 1. Since the tile ele 
ments project beyond the foam back along all of the 
edges of the panel, the snap fastening means may read 
ily be located at spaced positions along the outer side 
edges of the end panels and along the top edges of all 
three panels to temporarily secure the panels against 
the studs while the stud adhesive sets up. Although un 
needed after curing of the adhesive, the snap fasteners 
are left in place and serve to doubly secure the panels 
in position. 
The method of installation of the tub surround shown 

in FIG. 1 comprises the following steps. First, the stud 
ding 22 is erected in the usual close fitted relation to 
the tub edges. The tub is leveled and secured to the 
studding by means of hanger assemblies in a conven 
tional manner. The panel support strips are then accu 
rately positioned on and nailed to the studding, the 
strips being respectively aligned with each other and 
properly spaced above the tub by the cooperating 
tongues and brackets, and the fingers 62. The snap fas 
tener elements are then secured in the proper relation 
ship on the studs and tile panels as illustrated in FIG. 
1. The stud adhesive 94 is next applied to the faces of 
the studding which will contact the rear faces of the tile 
panels and the corner assemblies. The side panel 30 
with the corner assemblies positioned on each end edge 
is then set in place on its supporting strips 40 and 42 
and is firmly pressed into position against the studs to 
secure the snap fasteners and spread the stud adhesive. 
The end panels 24 and 26 are then similarly installed 
by inserting the inner side edge tiles into the corner as 
sembly grooves, lowering the panels onto the support 
ing strips, and firmly pressing against the studs to seat 
the snap fasteners and set the adhesive. 
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The tile installation is completed by applying an elas 
tomeric grout such as a silicone grout 96 between the 
lower edges of the tile and the tub as shown in FIG. 2. 
Similarly, elastomeric grout is applied at 98 along each 
side edge of the corner assembly cover elements, and 
at 100 along the end panel outer side edges where the 
projecting tiles may, for example, overlap a dry wall 
panel 102 as shown in FIGS. 1 and 3. 
A modified form of the tile panel is illustrated in 

FIGS. 4–7 wherein an end panel 24' is shown having 
spaced tile elements 32', elastomeric grouting 36' 
therebetween, and a foamed-in-place backer 34'. In 
these respects the panel 24' is identical to those panels 
previously described. The panel 24' differs only in the 
inclusion of a fiber-reinforced Kraft paper sheet 104 on 
the rear face of the foam layer which is secured thereto 
by foaming the foam layer in place against both the tile 
elements and the paper sheet 104. 
The inclusion of the reinforced paper sheet produces 

a sandwich effect and serves to strengthen the panel so 
that the thickness of the foam layer can be reduced and 
still produce a panel having sufficient rigidity for 
mounting directly upon open studding. In the embodi 
ment illustrated in FIG. 7, the Kraft paper sheet 104 is 
reinforced by a glass fiber scrim 106 which is affixed to 
the inner side of the paper by a thin polyethylene coat 
ing. The heat generated by the foaming-in-place of the 
foam layer melts the polyethylene coating and allows 
the reinforcing fibers and paper to become directly 
bonded to the foam layer, thus forming a substantially 
stronger "skin effect' than that naturally produced by 
the foaming-in-place process. The corner assemblies as 
shown in FIG. 3 may also be strengthened by the use 
of a fiber reinforced paper backing sheet 106 bonded 
around the rear surface of the foam layer by foaming 
in-place. 
To join the present panels in edge-abutting planar re 

lation, for example for tiling the walls of school or hos 
pital corridors, a novel panel edge securing system is 
shown in FIGS. 12-17. In this system the tile panels 110 
are nearly identical to those shown in FIG. 1 and in 
clude tile elements 32, foam backers 34, and elasto 
meric grouting 36. V-configured support strips 112 
nailed to a wall studding 114 in spaced relation above 
the floor 118 support the panels in the same manner as 
described above. 
The panels 110 differ in that the top and side panel 

edges are characterized by only a slight projection of 
the tile edges beyond the foam backers as shown in 
FIG. 14. A tile edge securing strip 120 as shown in FIG. 
15 is cooperatively disposed between adjoining tile 
panel edges (FIG. 14) to hold the edges in planar rela 
tion. The strip 120 includes a base portion 122 adapted 
for nailing to studding or a wall, an upstanding web por 
tion 124, and panel securing teeth 126 extending from 
the web portion parallel to the base portion which are 
adapted to extend into the panel foam backers adjacent 
the tiles in the same manner as the snap fastener means 
84 described above. To secure the top or side edges of 
a panel which does not adjoin another panel, the modi 
fied securing strip 128 of FIGS. 16 and 17 may be em 
ployed which has a base portion and teeth extending in 
only one direction from the web. 
The installation of the system of FIGS. 12-17 is quite 

similar to that described above with respect to the tub 
surround. The supporting strips 112 are first nailed in 
spaced relation to the floor, and stud adhesive is then 
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8 
applied to the studding. A first panel is then placed on 
the support strips and the edge securing strips 120 are 
driven into the panel edges to be adjoined by adjacent 
panels. The protruding portions of the securing strips 
are then nailed to the studding to anchor the edges and 
permit setting of the stud adhesive. Successive panels 
are mounted in the same manner, except that the pan 
els are first driven into the already nailed securing 
strips of the preceding panels. Strips 128 are employed 
as the non-abutting vertical and horizontal panel edges. 
Elastomeric grouting 130 is applied at the floor edge of 
the tile panels and similarly at 132 between abutted 
panels. 

In FIG. 18 a further modified form of tile panel is il 
lustrated in section. In this embodiment, the panel 140 
comprises tile elements 142, elastomeric grouting 144, 
foamed in place foam layer 146, and fiber reinforced 
Kraft paper backing sheet in much the same relation 
ship as that of the embodiment of FIGS. 4-7. However, 
the tile edges are beveled from the tile faces, and the 
tiles are assembled in edge abutting relation, the edges 
being in engagement over about one-third the thickness 
of the tile. The elastomeric grouting then fills the bev 
eled gap between the tile faces and the appearance of 
the panel is identical with the embodiments described 
above. This modified tile edge panel is somewhat more 
rigid than the above embodiment due to the engage 
ment of substantial portions of the tile edges. 
The plastic foam backer should be of the rigid closed 

cell type and as indicated above is preferably a polyure 
thane foam. The preferred foam density using polyure 
thane foam is approximately 4 pounds per cubic foot 
which provides the desired panel stiffness. Although 
the foam selected should have a sufficiently high den 
sity to provide the necessary panel strength, extremely 
high density foamed plastics should be avoided since 
they tend to be rather brittle and in addition add unnec 
essary weight to the panel. A certain minimal flexibility 
of the panels is desirable to prevent panel breakage 
during shipment and installation and is permissible in 
view of the use of an elastomeric grout between the tile 
elements which will not crack with panel flexure. Al 
though polyurethane, polyvinylchloride, and polysty 
rene are the principal commercially available products 
which could be used for the panel foam backer, other 
suitable rigid plastic foam materials can also be used to 
practice the invention. 
The light weight of the plastic foams combined with 

their high strength, excellent insulating properties, 
moisture impenetrability and fire retardant capabilities 
are characteristics which contribute to the exceptional 
suitability of rigid closed cell plastic foam for the tile 
panel backer. The foam chosen for the panel should in 
clude the proper additives to make the foam fire retar 
dant or self-extinguishing. 
The elastomeric grout and the stud adhesive are com 

mercially available products. An example of a suitable 
elastomeric grout is that sold under the name Dow 780 
by Dow Corning Corp., Midland, Mich. 48640. A suit 
able stud adhesive is that sold by the Franklin Glue Co., 
Columbus, Ohio 43207 named "Franklin Construction 
Adhesive'. 

Elastomeric grouting is difficult to apply in the field, 
thus increasing the price of an installation where speci 
fied. With the present invention, the elastomeric grout 
ing is machine applied in the factory where it can be 
easily and inexpensively applied by specially trained 
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personnel. The elastomeric grouting plays an important 
role in the panel fabrication since it permits the com 
plete pre-grouting of the panel with a material which 
won't crack under the strains of shipment and installa 
tion and which is completely waterproof. 
Although the panel support strips and the cooperat 

ing portion of the panels are illustrated in a V groove 
configuration, it will be apparent that other types of co 
operating configurations could be used such for exam 
ple as tongue and groove, and similar well known align 
ing joints. It will also be apparent that the size and 
shape of the tile elements is not critical and that the in 
vention could suitably be used with smaller or larger 
tile sizes. 
Although the installation illustrated shows the panels 

mounted directly on open studding, it is obvious that 
the panels could also be mounted directly to any type 
of wall surface such as a plaster, wood or masonry wall. 
It is thus anticipated that the present panel will enjoy 
widespread usage in the renovation of older structures 
wherein the cost of removing existing walls and laying 
a mortar base for conventional tile installation would 
be prohibitive. 
As indicated above, the strength and rigidity of the 

foam is sufficient to permit a reduction in thickness of 
the tiles which results in a corresponding reduction in 
the weight of the tiles. As a result, the weight of a tile 
panel using ceramic tile having a thickness of approxi 
mately three-sixteenths inch and a polyurethane foam 
one-half inch thick and having a density of approxi 
mately 4 pounds per cubic foot is only 2.2 pounds per 
square foot. Since the weight of conventional five 
sixteenths inch tile alone is 3.2 pounds per square foot, 
it can be understood that the present construction pro 
vides a rather striking reduction in the overall weight 
of a tiled wall. This is especially true when contrasted 
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The bonding of the foam layer to the tile elements 

and the backing sheet by foaming in place, also known 
as foaming in situ, provides a strong bonding attach 
ment of the foam to the tiles and backing sheet. The 
tiles need not be serrated on their back faces and in the 
preferred embodiment have a smooth planar back sur 
face. A primary advantage of the foamed in place con 
struction, as indicated above, is the “skin effect' for 
mation, particularly in the embodiment without the 
backing sheet. The foaming in place operation is, of 
course, carried out during the factory manufacture of 
the panel and is most readily accomplished in a hori 
zontal mold with the pre-grouted tile sheet disposed 
face down in the mold. The foam producing materials 
are then poured onto the tile sheet prior to closing of 
the mold. 

Manifestly, changes in details of construction can be 
effected by those skilled in the art without departing 
from the spirit and the scope of the invention. 
We claim: 
1. A lightweight prefabricated ceramic tile construc 

tion panel comprising a pregrouted tile sheet, a foam 
backer and a paper backing sheet, said tile sheet com 
prising a plurality of ceramic tile elements geometri 
cally arranged to form a planar array, the edges of each 
said tile and having a beveled portion adjacent the front 
face thereof and a non-beveled portion adjacent the 
rear face thereof, the non-beveled portion of each said 
tile edge comprising a planar surface perpendicular to 
said rear face, the beveled portion of each said tile edge 
comprising a substantially planar surface intersecting 
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with conventional mortar construction which is esti 
mated to weigh 18 pounds per square foot. 
Considering the tub surround shown in FIG. 1, in an 

actual installation the side wall panel 30 having a con 
ventional length of 60 inches and a height of 60 inches 
weighed only about 67 pounds. The smaller end wall 
panels 24 and 26 which measure 28 inches by 60 inches 
each weighed approximately 32 pounds. Accordingly, 
each of the tile panels may be easily moved into place 
by one man without undue difficulty. The light weight 
further minimizes the cost of shipment and facilitates 
handling during all phases of manufacture, transport 
and installation. The light panel weight is especially im 
portant in the construction of mobile homes or modu 
lar homes which are factory built and shipped to their 
ultimate site. 
The preferred backing sheet material is a fiberrein 

forced Kraft paper which has proven particularly dura 
ble in impact tests. However, other types of reinforced 
sheets such as fiber-reinforced plastic shets may also 
prove suitable to provide the desired "skin effect" at 
the rear face of the panel. 
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said non-beveled portion surface and extending in 
wardly at an acute angle therefrom to intersect said tile 
element front face, the edges of adjacent tile elements 
abutting along the full length of their nonbeveled edge 
portions, elastomeric grouting disposed between and 
bonding the beveled edge portions of adjacent tile ele 
ments, said foam backer comprising a layer of rigid 
closed-cell plastic foam bonded to the rear face of said 
planar array of tile elements by a foamed in situ bond, 
said paper backing sheet being bonded to the rear sur 
face of said foam backer by a foamed in situ bond. 

2. The invention as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
paperbacking sheet comprises a fiber-reinforced paper 
sheet. 

3. The invention as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
plastic foam backer comprises a closed-cell polyure 
thane foam. 

4. The invention as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
beveled portion of each tile edge comprises substan 
tially two thirds of the thickness of the tile, and wherein 
said non-beveled portion comprises substantially one 
third of the thickness of the tile. 

5. The invention as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
tile elements have a rectangular configuration. 

6. The invention as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
tile elements have a square configuration. 
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